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A Lonely Mascot
“Does it really take pajama
wearing or cool overhead lighting to get people to show up to
games?”

A&E

Find the Lost Symbol
“You’ll be thrown into a fixture
of historical fact and fiction.”

OPINIONS

The search for church

Students
look for right
fit in church
congregations
By Hannah Beers
Staff Writer

“I’d like to highlight two of President Obama’s misleading statements and let you deal with
the other 18 odd ones on your
own.”

IN BRIEF
Entrepreneurship
speaker series
The Growth Council is celebrating its entrepreneurs and their
endeavors within Grant County.
The Entrepreneurship Speaker
Series scheduled for Tuesday,
Oct. 13 at 5:30 p.m. The Spirit
of Entrepreneurship Luncheon
is schedule for Tuesday, Nov.
17 at 5:30 p.m.
President and CEO of Bitwise
Solutions, Ron Brumbarger, will
be speaking at the Entreprenuership Speak Series, and Jean
Wojtowicz, founder, president
and CEO of Cambridge Capital
Management Corporation, will
be speaking at the Entreprenuership Luncheon. Both events
are scheduled to take place at
Ivy Tech.

visited several local churches.

“I’ve had my home church
my whole life. To see the different kind of church families has
been very interesting,” Salsbery
said.
Everyone comes with their
preferences, looking for the
ideal size, denomination, wor-

“Join a local church.”

ship style, or Bible translation.

Most Taylor students received

But Thad Spring, a Young Adult

this instruction their freshman

Pastor at College Wesleyan, re-

year via Campus Pastor Randy

minds students that no church

Gruendyke’s Welcome Weekend

will be a “perfect fit.” He com-

sermon. But it’s a long process

pares the church/church mem-

for many, and plenty of upper-

ber relationship to a marriage,

classmen could still call them-

one that needs patience and

selves “church hoppers.”

participation.

“My sense is that the fresh-

“We encourage people to be

men, until November, have to

a part of the solution and the

go with their friends wherever

development of a local church,”

they go,” said Bible professor

Spring said. “Levels of spiritual

Bill Heth, who attends Upland

formation can never happen

Community Church. “A student

in solitude or in sporadic mo-

needs to go to a church three or

ments. ... It’s both messy and

four times before they can de-

beautiful.”

cide.”
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Freshman Kyle Salsbery has

See CHURCH, page 2

Race held in honor of lost life

thon in Indianapolis when she

5k memorializes
life of student
killed in Taylor
accident

was inspired to create the Betsy
Smith 5k.
“I was thinking about the
kind of work that Betsy did, and
I got the idea to organize the
5k,” Miller said.

By Stephen Groves
Co-News Editor

Jeanie Smith also said the
event is a way to remember Betsy’s life, and her compassion for

Nearly 450 runners and walk-

people.

ers hit the pavement Saturday

“She had a passion for people

morning in Decatur, Ill., to raise

and loving them with the heart

money for charity and honor a

of Jesus, and that’s what this

life lost too soon.

race does,” said Jeanie Smith.

The fourth annual Betsy

“It brings people together who

Smith 5k run/walk commemo-

love Jesus, and some people

rates the life of Betsy Smith, one

who don’t, and that’s a witness

of the students killed in the van
accident of 2006. The 3.1 mile
race is designed to raise money

Dan Smith

Family members of Betsy Smith gather before the race Saturday.

for several charities located in

Smith planned on work-

Decatur, as well as the ReaLife

ing for ReaLife following her

children’s ministry in Marion.

graduation.

something that Betsy would be

support for abused and neglect-

really excited about.”

ed children with county head-

The $15,000 raised from the

quarters based in Decatur. The

to them.”
A group of over a dozen Taylor students made the trip to Decatur to participate in the event.
“It meant a lot to have students there,” said Mary K. Smith.

“ReaLife was a big part of

Jeanie Smith, Betsy’s mother,

race was split between three

other Decatur charity is the food

Parnassus entry deadline

Betsy’s time at Taylor,” said

said, “The best part [of the race]

charities. One of the charities

bank Good Samaritan Inn.

Students interested in writing

Betsy’s sister, senior Mary K.

is knowing the money raised

was Court Appointed Special

or art can submit entries to Par-

Smith. “She had a heart for

goes directly to minister to the

Advocates (CASA), an organi-

ago.

nassus, Taylor’s official art and

inner-city ministry.”

poor and underserved. That’s

zation that provides homes and

Miller was running a half mara-

literary magazine. The deadline

Corduan honored through lecture series

to submit entries is Friday, Oct.
9. Students can submit poems,
short stories, creative nonfiction, original artworks or photographs. E-mail submissions to
kelli_conners@taylor.edu
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Retired
professor
returns for
philosophy and
religion series

due to Parkinson’s disease.

By Carissa Chang
Copy Editor
teaching

even instructing students that
were older than him.
“But – whereas [students]
older,” he said.
Now, with 31 years’ experience at Taylor University, Cor-

Dr. Win Corduan
duan, professor emeritus of philosophy and religion, will return
to Upland to be honored at this
year’s Carter Lecture Series.
Corduan retired prematurely

SUNDAY
66/45

SUNNY

Theresa

came to support the cause and
support my family.”

standard for teaching, scholar-

Corduan has authored mul-

ship and commitment to Tay-

tiple books, including “Neigh-

lor,” he said.

boring Faiths,” “Handmaid to

Jim Spiegel, professor of

Theology” and “Pocket Guide to

philosophy and coordinator of

World Religions.” He is particu-

speaker Paul House, profes-

the Carter Lecture Series, said

larly known for his scholarship

sor of divinity at Beeson Divin-

the Biblical Studies, Christian

on world religions. “[Corduan]

ity School (Samford University)

Education and Philosophy de-

is a leading – if not the leading

and former Chair of Taylor’s Bi-

partment knew they wanted to

– evangelical scholar of world

ble department. House’s lecture

honor Corduan’s life at Taylor in

religions,” Spiegel said.

will address leadership and the

a public way.

Professionally,

Corduan’s

“Corduan has done a lot of

Taylor accolades include the

superb scholarship and has had

Franklin W. and Joan M. For-

“My goal is to come to talk

a broad impact in the academic

man

about dying to self and living

community, both in world re-

Scholar Award and the Distin-

for God. A lot of my examples

ligion and Christian philoso-

guished Professor Award as a

will come from [the life of] Dr.

phy,” Spiegel said. “He’s a tow-

two-time recipient.

Corduan,” House said. “He was

ering figure in Taylor history,

an outstanding husband and fa-

and he needs extra recognition.

ther, and has just a really high

He deserves it.”
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Pietrini returns to campus on new note
Musician describes
journey after
leaving Taylor

home in Deerfield, Ill. A lot of change

Pietrini says the band members

occurred for him there, as Trinity is

would all love to be producing more

where Pietrini met his wife and his

albums and doing more concerts, so

band members. Pietrini had lost touch

they are working together to accomplish

with Naomi, so he could now do more

that. Vickers, who does electric guitar,

By Erin Pabody
Co-News Editor

with his music than just record songs

percussion, trumpet and background

by himself.

vocals says an advantage they have is

Students gathered in the Union last
Friday night to hear Zach Pietrini and
the Broken Bones in concert. Pietrini is
a former Taylor student and has been
with his band for about a year.
During his time at Taylor from 2005
to 2007, Pietrini was a resident of
Second Center Wengatz and majored in
Christian education.
After a year and a half at Taylor,
Pietrini decided to take some time off.
During that time, he worked on writing
music, something that always interested
him. He started recording songs with
a friend from high school and named
their band “Zach and Naomi.
After his time off, Pietrini transferred
to Trinity International University near

“I love writing music and then seeing

that he and Pietrini’s talents work well

that flesh out,” he said. “You can only

together.

really go so far by yourself.”

“My strong suits and [Pietrini’s]

Currently Pietrini and his band are

strong suits are polar opposites,”

doing a lot of concerts in the Midwest,

Vickers said. “They compliment each

mainly in Illinois.

other well … plus, I like his mustache.”
band

Pietrini’s second album will be

members, Phil Vickers, says the band is

One

of

Pietrini’s

fellow

released next month, entitled “The

working on building a solid following in

Bright and Shining Lights: of anywhere

Illinois and Indiana that will hopefully

else.”

spread throughout the Midwest.
Although

Pietrini

is

Although Pietrini’s life has changed

currently

a lot since his days at Taylor, returning

finishing his Christian ministries degree

last Friday night brought a sense

at Trinity and working odd jobs on the

of familiarity to him. With hopes of

side, he said he would like the band to

sharing their music and increasing their

be the only thing on his plate.

following, Zach Pietrini and the Broken

“It would be awesome to be doing

Bones will likely return to Taylor in the

this full time,” he said, “but we got to

future.

take it step by step.”

C.S. Lewis Society presents play

Jessie Riley

Former Taylor student Zach Pietrini performs in concert in the student
union last Friday.

CORDUAN, from page 1
Personally, Philip Loy, professor of

2007 alumna Kaitlyn Dugan said. “Be-

political science, said his decades-long

yond his vast knowledge and experi-

friendship started with Corduan from

ence in philosophy and theology, Dr.

which

auto-racing interests. He has known

Corduan’s deep love for his students

the script this summer and cast the

Neuhouser describes as the most

Corduan since he first came to Taylor

and for teaching was evident to anyone

readers.

humorous of MacDonald’s fairy tales,

in 1977. “He was just an outstanding

who was ever privileged enough to take

seemed

will be read by a small cast of seven or

teacher, first-rate scholar, who brought

one of his classes.”

like a good way to bridge the gap

eight people, including President and

... a lot of credibility to the institution,”
Loy said.

Production of
“The Light Pricess”
to take place in
student union

idea of adapting the fairy tale, wrote

between people who are familiar with

Mrs. Habecker as the king and queen,

By Stephanie Jewell
Contributer

MacDonald and those who might

and Lissy, Taylor graduate, and senior

Bill Heth, professor of biblical stud-

views a direct influence of Corduan in

be hearing of him for the first time,”

Andrew McGarvey as the princess and

ies, also met Corduan years ago as a

his life. “I learned a significant amount

Strickland said.

prince.

new faculty member.

from him that has helped me greatly

Taylor’s C.S. Lewis Society will
be

presenting

a

readers’

theater

production of George MacDonald’s
classic fairy tale, “The Light Princess”
on Wednesday, Oct. 6.
The free production, which will be
staged in the student union at 8 p.m.,
will showcase Taylor students, alumni
and faculty reading this adapted short
story aloud.
Senior Cara Strickland is on the
committee for the Center for the Study
of C.S. Lewis and Friends and has
taken this project under her wing since
the beginning. She came up with the

“‘The

Light

Princess’

“The

Light

Princess,”

Josh Watson, 2007 alumni and current doctoral candidate in philosophy,

The Center for the Study of C.S.

The story centers on an all-around

“When I first came here ... Student

in my graduate studies in philosophy,”

Lewis and Friends is a little-known

“airy” princess who lost her gravity

Activities Council would sometimes

he said. “The influence his moral and

resource in the lower level of Zondervan

when an evil witch put a spell on her at

rent out Ivanhoe’s for a Friday evening

intellectual virtues have had on me is

Library that houses collections of

her christening. Not only does she float

or a Saturday evening, and they would

clear.”

original

everywhere she goes, but she also has

have Dr. Corduan play his guitar or

Of 31 total years at Taylor, “there

trouble taking anything seriously.

songs that he wrote,” Heth said. Guitar

were 31 good ones,” Corduan said of his

playing sometimes found its way into

career. “I trust that I have contributed

the classroom too.

my part with acceptable teaching and

manuscripts,

letters

and

books written by Lewis and his
contemporaries. George MacDonald

The idea of a readers’ theater is not

was an earlier literary figure who

new for the Center. They held a very

influenced Lewis greatly, according to

well-received production of Lewis’s

Former students acknowledge Cor-

the Center’s “scholar in residence,” Dr.

“Prince Caspian” two years ago and

duan’s blend of scholarship and teach-

David Neuhouser.

hope for the same success this year.

ing, and of professional and personal,

“These stories have a great deal

“This is such an easy way to put on

to teach us about Christianity,” said

a play,” Neuhouser said. “People have

“Dr. Corduan was one of my favorite

Neuhouser. “This story in particular is

to use their imagination, and it is in a

professors during my time at Taylor,”

a great example of the idea of sacrificial

comfortable, informal setting.”

in the classroom.

scholarship that will be a lasting credit
to Taylor University.”
The Carter Lecture Series will be
Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Faculty, students and guests
are invited to attend.

love.”

CHURCH, from page 1

churches can be a growing experience.

Freshman Nathan Baker attends

a consistent church until the end of

welcoming, but at the same time, it’s

sophomore year, and says the initial

very challenging,” Jones said. “I always

hesitancy to “get plugged in” benefitted

walk away with something that I think

book of the Bible. It’s not disjointed;

her in the long run.

about for the rest of the week.”

it’s connected over a long period of

participation during college sets a

time,” Guliano said. “You can see how

healthy precedent for the future.

Warren First Baptist, and feels that
church hopping can often be selfcentered.
“When you church hop you want
people to show love to you, welcome
you, ask you about yourself,” Baker
said. “Fellowship makes relationships,
and you become part of the body
rather than using [it] for your onehour Sunday morning obligations.”
For some, visiting a range of

church in Anderson.

Junior Bethany Jones did not find

Sophomore Josh Guliano attends

“I love it because it is very

“As we grow and mature, we tend to

Gruendyke stresses the role of the

change our understanding of church,”

local church as a source for regular

Jones said. “Don’t stay in one spot and

teaching.

become stagnant just because you’re

cannot be underestimated,” Gruendyke

hopper.’ “

said. “It is a family that’s ordered just

She now attends Mercy House, a

drawn to the teaching style.

diverse church that could help you

“I like the way they go through each

grow.”
Heth agreed, adding that church

“We [have] different age groups and

Salsbery is hoping to find a church

afraid of ... being labeled a ‘church

Christian and Missionary Alliance

different ideas and views from a more

the Bible is connected.”

“The importance of the local church

Salsbery said. “You can get a lot of

Exit 59 Church, and was specifically

ministry opportunities in a traditional

in order to interact with families of

church setting,” Heth said, “which

varying ages.

is where most students are going to

“We have a chance to worship and

like our biological ones. That said,

get in the Word with college students

God’s family lasts forever.”

three times a week [at chapel]”

be ... for the rest of their lives after
graduation.”
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Location disputed for 2016 Olympics
By Mandolyn Hecox
Contributor
At the time this article goes to press,
there are only hours until the location
for the 2016 Olympics is announced.
News outlets across the world have been
in a flurry this week as the competition
draws to a close.
The contenders have been narrowed
down to Chicago, Rio de Janeiro,
Madrid and Tokyo, with many
sources naming Rio a favorite.
In an attempt to give Chicago’s
bid the extra boost needed to
bring home the Olympics, President and Mrs. Obama, along
with daytime television
queen Oprah Winfrey,
have been actively campaigning. The First Lady
flew to Copenhagen, Denmark on Wednesday to meet
with the International Olympic
Committee, and the president joined
her last night.
Barack Obama is the first U.S. president to go to bat for the Olympics, set-

ting precedent by visiting with the

Several Chicago groups such as “No

committee before the vote. Obama has

Games Chicago” have been actively pro-

been rallying support since earlier this

testing Chicago’s bid. Members question

month, when he put on an event at the

and criticize the president’s decision

White House to promote Chicago’s bid.

to become involved in the Olympic

“I may live in Washington these days,

ramifications, such as taxes, that would
result.
“It’s the wrong project for the wrong
city at the wrong time,” said Tom
Tresser, an activist who doesn’t

bid with so many pressing mat-

support Chicago’s bid. “We think

but I’ve called Chicago home for nearly

ters currently on the table.

the bills are going to go through

25 years,” Obama said. “It’s a city of

They feel matters such

the roof and the taxpayers will

broad shoulders, big hearts, and bold

as health care re-

be soaked.”

dreams. A city of legendary sports

form, the econ-

According to a poll conducted

figures, legendary sports venues,

omy and Iran’s

by the Chicago Tribune, Chi-

and legendary sports fans.”

nuclear program

cago citizens supported hosting

The Obamas are not the only
political leaders batting for their
country in Denmark. They are

should demand his

the games at a ratio of two to one

full attention.

in February, yet the newspaper re-

Opponents of Chi-

cently released a poll conducted this

joined by King of Spain Juan

cago’s bid for the Olym-

month that shows residents now support

Carlos, Japanese Prime Minister

pics have grown daily, particularly

the bid by only a slim 47-45 margin.

Yukio Hatoyama, and

since April, when Mayor Richard Daley

Fox News-Chicago aired a story last

Brazilian President Luiz

changed his position on financing the

Thursday reporting on the movement to

Inácio Lula da Silva — all

Olympics. While he had previously re-

stop Chicago’s bid. The news station was

hoping that showing personal

fused to commit to pay the cost of the

allegedly told by the Chicago Olympic

interest and dedication will

Olympics, in April, Daley changed posi-

Committee to not run the report again,

tions and agreed to sign a contact com-

on the grounds that the report “would

While some Chicago citizens eagerly

mitting the city to full financial obliga-

harm Chicago’s chances” of landing the

await the results with fingers crossed,

tion if Chicago was chosen. In light of

Olympics.

others are rooting for anywhere but

the sluggish economy, many Chicago

Despite the attempt to keep negative

their own Windy City.

citizens are worried about the financial

opinions from surfacing, opposition has

seal the deal.

““It’s beyond my imagination
how far Japan will fall in the
world economy in 10, 20 years.”
-Hideo Kumano, economist
at the Dai-Ichi Life Research
Institute in Tokyo

continued to mount. Six demonstrators
were arrested Tuesday night after allegedly damaging property while protesting. Proponents of the Chicago bid are
not without a voice, however — posters
proclaiming, “We Back the Bid,” have
appeared across the city.
Those interested in the outcome of this
global affair should tune in to a news
station at 12:30 p.m. to hear the International Olympic Committee’s decision
— and to learn if Obama’s campaigning
will have the world focusing on Chicago
come 2016.

Taylor continues work with OneVerse
By Kara Hackett
Contributor
Tell a man about the Bible, and you
help him for a day. Give a man a Bible,
and you help him for a lifetime. That
is the philosophy of OneVerse, an organization devoted to helping the nearly
200 million people still

waiting for

a translation of
God’s

said. “It is neat. You feel like you are

derstanding of God, so it would be nice

directly communicating to people in

for everyone to have access to it in their

need because you can give them some

own language.”

of your favorite verses.”

thousands of dollars, the cost of con-

sored with a matching grant gift from a

tributing to OneVerse is only $10 per

Taylor alumnus, the OneVerse initiative

verse.

for Taylor this year will fund the Aché
translation of the New Testament.
Paraguay, about 40 percent are Chris-

have never met.”

ies of the Spanish Bible. Be-

stand.

cause they do not have

Fund-

access

ing local

to

an

Ache trans-

Bible

lation,

Location: Paraguay

trans-

they cling

Speakers: 1,500

to

make a clear

to old be-

Start Year: 2005

accurate

message available to
those in need, OneVerse works with over
200 translation projects worldwide, and on
Friday, Oct. 9, representatives of the organization will be speaking during chapel about
their work for the Ache
people of southeastern
Paraguay.
the

liefs. Therefore, OneVerse

End Year: 2015

version of the

Explaining

ible to impact the lives of people you

tians who struggle in their stud-

they under-

and

“It’s an easy way to make a global impact,” Getzin said. “And it is so incred-

Of the 1,500 Aché people who live in

Word

in a language

lators

Although global mission trips cost

Led by Global Outreach and spon-

incred-

ible opportunity to share God’s
Word, junior Kelsey Schwartz is an
advocate of the program.
“OneVerse is a way that students can
get directly involved in Bible translation
for a very little cost, and you know that
it is going to a good cause,” Schwartz

is funding the
New

Testa-

ment translation
to help them readily

understand
biblical
c o n cepts.
Junior

Kelsey Getzin has already contributed
to the OneVerse organization
this year, funding the translation of Acts 15:38-41.
“OneVerse is an opportunity for Taylor students and staff
to fund translations of the New Testament into Aché,” Getzin said. “You
don’t really understand how important
Bible translation is until you don’t have
a Bible to read. The Bible plays such a
large role in Christianity and our un-

Earthquake causes tsunami
Samoa- An earthquake struck on Tuesday with a magnitude measuring between 8.0 and 8.3. As a result of the
quake, a huge tsunami left 99 dead and
dozens missing. The tsunami struck
about 125 miles from Samoa with
waves 15 to 20 feet high that reached
up to a mile inland.
Communist China’s 60th birthday
China- Yesterday in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, 30,000 Chinese citizens
celebrated the 60th year of communist
rule. Those who attended were joined
by the current president, Hu Jintao; his
predecessor, Jiang Zemin; Premier Wen
Jiabao; and many Chinese celebrities
and athletes.
End of Clunkers deal drops car sales
U.S.- General Motors reported a 45
percent drop in sales from last year.
Chrysler reported a 45 percent decrease
and Ford reported a 5 percent decrease
in sales. Japanese sales to the U.S.
dropped as well; Toyota went down 13
percent and Nissan lost 7 percent.
Royal meeting hopes to bring peace
Uganda- For the first time in four years,
President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda
and King Ronald Mutebi of the Baganda group met to discuss relations. The
Baganda group is the nation’s largest

WORLD

ethnic group and has been at odds with
the rest of Uganda. The tension has resulted in deadly riots in Kampala. Both
men are reported to have said that the
meeting went well.
Pakistani co-operation bill
U.S.- The Kerry-Lugar bill has been
passed in order to ensure the cooperation of Pakistan. According to the bill, in
exchange for an annual outlay of $1.5
billion for five years, Pakistan will dismantle nuclear proliferation networks,
and will no longer support militant
groups. The bill is waiting for U.S. President Barack Obama’s signature.
Manchester discrimination case
U.K.- The Greater Manchester Police
force has lost a discrimination case
against one of its officers. Gurmeal
Singh, a Sikh officer on the force, was
participating in riot training and was
commanded to remove his turban.
Bullfighting a thing of the past
Spain- As a result of animal rights activists and Catalan nationalists, bullfighting, or “toreo,” may soon be no more.
On Sunday, a toreo legend returned to
the ring on Sunday for what could be
the last bullfight in Catalonia. All over
Spain, the bullfighting rings have been
closing down. Barcelona currently has
the only remaining actively-used ring.
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The Trojan needs more company
Rethinking mindsets behind scarce student support
by Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Co-editor

I

t’s the most important game of the year.
We’ve spent hours preparing for it, watching film,
perfecting our offense and
scouting the opponent’s
weaknesses. As we enthusiastically burst out of the
locker room to warm up,
we are greeted by rows
and rows of towering empty bleachers, echoing the
pounding of our feet. I run
by the nonexistent student
section and give a Richard
Nixon-esque salute to my
roaring imaginary crowd.
“Thank you all for coming! You are too
kind! Oh, stop it…you’re the greatest,” I shout
to my fake adoring fans.
Then I wave to my real-life mom.
Even with my efforts to provide some co-

Timmy Huynh

Three enthusiastic Taylor fans and our mascot sit wondering, “Where is everybody else?”

medic relief to the situation, the sting of rejection remains detectible in my teammate’s laughter at

versities, namely boy’s basketball and football, draw

If the hype generated by the two events named above

my antics. Believe me, I understand why students may

smaller crowds at Taylor and have had heavy loss col-

could be even fractionally translated into regular athlet-

not be bursting with desire to go to a NAIA Division II

umns in recent years. Many blame low attendance on

ics, the excitement of student life would increase ten-

women’s basketball game, but lack of student body sup-

performance, but it could be suggested that they affect

fold.

port plagues Taylor teams across the board. It’s been

each other inversely. Crowd encouragement boosts team

Besides being free entertainment, and even if sports

this way for years now, and the reason is a somewhat

morale and thus performance, even when skill may be

aren’t your thing, you get the opportunity to hang out

puzzling, multifaceted one to uncover.

somewhat lacking.

with the opposite sex in the stands. Such a setting is rare

You’re busy

letic recruits when they attend a Taylor game. Whether

And filled stands are impressive to high-caliber ath-

on this campus and should be taken advantage of.
The athletes are not engaging

Unfortunately, a recent reinjury has forced me into

it’s a valid criterion or not, large student body support

early retirement from my sport, and for the first time

can be a dealbreaker for any high school senior making

The life of the athlete is exhausting, especially at an ac-

ever I am tasting life in the “other world”— that of Air-

college pro/con lists. If we can sign talented athletes,

ademically demanding school. Between practices, post-

band set building and late night rehearsals, intramurals,

we’ll have talented teams, beginning a cycle of success

practice meetings, morning workouts, travel and games,

afternoon naps, Community Outreach ministries, and

in a given program.

athletes could be undergo-

homework actually being completed before 10 o’clock.
Apparently all those hours I was busy playing, people
were busy with commitments of their own kind.

You’re not interested
Senior Photographer

And so it goes here at Taylor – everyone running

Timmy Huynh, who attends

around here-and-there doing this-and-that, everyone

sporting events so regularly

involved in a slue of their own activities. Each person

he has come to be known

with his or her own agenda.

as a “walking schedule,” at-

“To me it’s a campus wide issue,” said Athletic Direc-

tributes a large part of the

tor Angie Fincannon. “ At the provost level we’ve been

support deficiency to what

dealing with the constant complexity of our campus cal-

he calls a missing “fan ethic.”

endar…I don’t know how students keep up.”

Does it really take
pajama wearing or cool
overhead lighting to get
people to show up
to games?

ing 30+hour weeks. Plus
homework and sleep.
Still, many students still
see student athletes as purposely disconnected, selfisolating and self-centered.
This notion is usually false
or exaggerated, but athletes
are so often viewed in this

manner that it has become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

This “fan ethic”, or lack thereof, is the longing to

An article in the April 25, 2008 issue of The Echo

This issue is related to the frequently used (heinous-

be united through school spirit, that craving to witness

titled “Under the Influence: Breaking the Subculture’s

ly overused) phrase—“intentional community”—and

competition, that devotion to defending your home turf,

Silence” made efforts to address the issue of a party

whether we are just spouting Christanese or really walk-

that thirst for the Americana excitement of sport! And

scene that existed on campus. The journalists claimed

ing what we talk. The truth is student support is rarely

Taylor just doesn’t seem to possess a whole lot of it.

that the majority of students they interviewed “pointed

high at plays, concerts, and games alike. Everyone is too

“We're not Penn State, where people will sing in the

hard at work being excellent themselves to stop and ap-

stands for hours in the rain before a football game,” said

preciate everyone else’s excellence.

Huynh ,"or Duke where students will wait in line for

The “busyness” issue doesn’t solely affect athletics,
but it is especially detrimental for this reason: the ath-

activity. So much time, in
fact, that he or she can be defined by a single term (athlete). That type of commitment warrants an upgrade
to a high priority on our calendars, when we do indeed

The teams aren’t successful
Interestingly, your attendance will actually boost level

While this may have been true, it reflected a clear
sense of hostility toward athletics that remains palpable

No, we are a small, liberal arts school, and people just

today. And while The Life Together Covenant should al-

don’t seem all that inter-

ways be taken seriously, it’s understandable why, come

ested.

weekends, student athletes may be more inclined to hang

Many blame low attendance on performance,
but it could be suggested
that they affect each
other inversely.

have some free time.

problem.”

days to get tickets to one basketball game.”

lete has pledged the entirety
of his or her time to a single

to athletic teams as a source of much of the drinking

Except sometimes. Like

out with teammates off campus in order to escape.

silent night, when almost ev-

None of this reasoning alleviates athletes from moral

ery undergrad crams them-

responsibility, and many do need to work on getting

selves into a sweaty gym to

more involved on campus, but sometimes we focus on

watch the Men’s Basketball

a group’s faults so much we fail to empathize with them

team hoop it up. Or like this

and miss out on who they really are.

year’s Wagon Wheel foot-

If the student body showed stronger interest in sup-

ball game vs. Anderson,

porting athletics, it would help close the gap between

where attendees reached approximately 3,450. Does it

athletes and everyone else. I think we can do better than

really take pajama wearing or cool overhead lighting to

merely coexistence.

get people to show up to games?
Now go accompany him

of athletic play. It is hard to argue against the chronically

Everyone knows the frequently used (obnoxiously

scare fan turnout at any given meet, match, or game, yet

overused) line about how Upland has “nothing to do”

All you have to do is show up on game day—be it to

crowd atmosphere plays a large role in home game vic-

and how we reside in the vast flatness and cornfields.

Odle, Wheeler stadium, KSAC, the track, soccer fields or

tories. “Home court advantage” is significantly greater

It’s a shame how often we complain of boredom, when

baseball fields. If you don’t know where they are located,

with a crowd, and empty stands limit a team’s success.

oftentimes there’s a sporting event going on just a short

check out one of the freshly posted campus maps. Hope-

walk’s distance across campus.

fully the Trojan will be there too, smiling.

In fact, the typically popular sports at most other uni-
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When ‘cool’ hosts a festival
Fairmount, Ind., becomes a town with a cause every September to host the James
Dean Festival

38 states, Europe, and Australia were represented. It’s also not just

Or that he was a Quaker?

“Stuff we do, that you can too!”

by Adrienne Chaudoin
Life&Times Co-Editor
To us, Fairmount, Ind., is the place that advertises itself
as “the birthplace of cool,” and all their signs have Garfield

The museum was filled with James Dean paraphernalia of all

your Average Joes showing up at the festival. George Barris, fancy cars

kinds from pictures of him acting in a play, to a dozen watches

extraordinaire, has been known to attend the festival. Who’s George

with his face on them, to the actual fence that he’s famous

Barris? Just the creator of the Batmobile!

for looking over in the movie “East of

Besides being a rebel without a cause,

Eden.” Curt Whirl, a staff member at

James Dean has some mystery behind him.

the museum, grew up in Marion, Ind.,

Before going to the festival, I talked with a

and moved to Florida, but he comes

few people about his death and heard ev-

back every year to work in the museum

erything from committing suicide to a drug

during the festival.

overdose. I was enlightened to the truth at

and James Dean on them. But Fairmount takes pride in

“The town of Fairmount is very proud

the festival, that he was killed in a car crash.

the fact that Jim Davis, the creator of Garfield, and James

to have James Dean as their symbol,”

The replica of the car was displayed on site.

Dean, are both from the area. Each September, we hear of

Whirl said. “James Dean represents

Since his death is no longer mysterious, we

the James Dean Festival, and some of us go. But if you’re

so much, not just in the town of Fair-

will leave the uncertainty up to the causer

anything like me, you won’t go until your senior year and

mount, but worldwide. He’s one of the

of his death, the car.

only because you have to do a class project that involves the

greatest actors of all time.”

“The car was passed down and suppos-

festival. To my surprise, the festival has a lot

I went to the festival on Friday morn-

edly everyone who had a hand in it died

of things that make it cool, and by that, I

ing, which wasn’t the ideal time to go.

violently,” explained festival deejay Ken

mean James Dean cool.

People were registering their antique

Ryan. “Then, at one point in time, the car

First, I went to the James Dean Mu-

cars and setting them up on the lot, but

totally disappeared, and it hasn’t been seen

seum. I learned many facts about James

other than that, there wasn’t much to

since.”

Dean and his history with Fairmount. Did

see. Saturday was the main day to go

you know he was

with a flame throwing contest, a James

born in Mar-

Dean look-a-like contest, screenings of

ion, Ind., but

Dean’s movies, and a parade of cars.

visit his gravesite, which is in town- you can get directions from the

staff member Leon Oswalt. “To my understanding, that’s the

museum. And ladies, I would suggest going because rumor has it, if

and

largest total in 13 years.”

you kiss his gravestone, good fortune in the relationship department

played on their

Although there are lots of things to do, it’s clear the cars are

baseball and bas-

the main feature of the festival besides James Dean himself.

ketball team?

Where do all these cars come from? Two years ago, cars from

will fall upon you.

anywhere
off campus

A

lmost anyone who’s watched television on
Taylor’s campus knows about channel 7,
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Four students and a professor launch new program Envision Productions
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Media Communications Department
forms new production team
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School

posters and T-shirts you can buy with James Dean on it. Also you can

t oF

High

Although the festival is over, the James
Dean museum stays open all year, and has

“This year there are 25,000 cars registered,” said parking

went to Fairmount

Jessie Riley

Randall dock
Memorial prayer
chapel
around the loop
Jumping Bean
Taylor Lake

which plays student-made movies. Some have

seen the elusive students manning video cameras in
chapel. Then there’s Taylor Music Live, featuring
electronic pop band Tiger Cub, which occurred two
weeks ago behind the Rupp Communication Arts
Ladies and gents, may I introduce the new in-house

(AND ALISSA)

production team, Envision Productions.
Formed and led by faculty member John Bruner,

Yo, Adrienne!
First of all, I’m a big fan of your newspaper! Secondly,
we’re visiting our son for welcome weekend ... How can I
keep from embarrassing him in front of his friends?
Signed, Don’t want to be “one of those” parents

the student team consists of media communication
seniors, Sarah Lu, Brad Hoehner, Josh Kennedy and
Nathaniel Elliott. The creation of Envision Productions started when the student group was called
TCS, Taylor Cable System. At the time, the television channel consisted of automated PowerPoint
and chapel services. Bruner soon changed the name
to MC7, short for MediaCom7, and the channel began playing students’ original content, live chapel
broadcasts, commencement, as well as other encouraged projects.

!

YO, ADRIENNE

building. Now, what do these all have in common?

Seniors Brad Hoehner, Sarah Lu, Josh Kennedy and Nathaniel Elliott are a part of the new
production team, Envision Productions.

After the last year’s successful launch of the Envision Film Festival, Bruner felt Envision Productions might be a more

Timmy Huynh

media production.” The whole team, including all the student volunteers within the media program, felt it was a great success.

suitable name. Now, MC7 is one part of Envision Productions. The

Envision Productions plans to continue maintaining its current

production team desires to strengthen channel 7’s creative material,

programs and develop new ideas. The team doesn’t plan to lose their

which could include events that the campus can enjoy. The first initia-

new school year momentum as they’re presenting the next TML on

tive was Taylor Music Live, otherwise known as TML.

Thursday, Oct. 8, at 8:30 pm, behind the Rupp Communication Arts

Started as Bruner’s inspiration, TML combines a concert and a live

Building, featuring the band Mosquito Fleet.

television show.
“We started TML to give students the opportunity to produce something entirely on their own rather than to cover someone else’s event.
This makes getting the ball rolling on a production a lot easier, since
there’s no other group to coordinate with, but it also means needing to
plan the entire event from the ground up,” Bruner said.
It’s also a win-win for all parties: Envision team members add to
their résumés; the channel, the band or artist performing gains a professional production to help promote themselves, and the campus receives a great concert. Kathy Bruner, another faculty member, said it
well: “TML was a perfect demonstration of the collaborative nature of

Taylor Music Live
event!
Envision Productions is hosting another Taylor Music Live
event. The concert will be carried live on campus channel
7. Come be part of a live audience and hear the band,
Mosquito Fleet, play!
Admission: Free
Date: Thursday, Oct. 8
Time: 8:30-9:30 p.m.

Missed

Connections

Hopeful hand brushes, encouraging eye
contact,and stirring second glances
Are you this squirrel? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If
you have an encounter of your own, one of your
friend’s, or a made up one, let us know the date,
location, and a brief recap of the encounter so we
can post it in next week’s Echo as a comic strip.
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Dear One of Those Parents,
First of all, thanks for writing to us! Secondly, any son
of yours should be proud to have you come visit him. But
alas, teens still have issues with being “cool” in front of
their friends. So here are a few things you should do to be
a “cool” parent.
When your son’s female friends are introduced to you,
make sure you recognize that you already know them. Say
things like “Oh, you’re So-and-So! My son has told me all
about you!”
When you and your son go to the DC to eat a meal,
make sure you sit down at a table with another family
already sitting there. That way, if your son doesn’t
know that student, he will by the end of dinner!
Lastly, ask your son what classes he’s struggling
in. Then find that professor and have a nice parentteacher conference with him or her, and tell them
everything in your son’s past that may break his
concentration during class.

Answering your
questions one round
at a time.

echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com
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The Lost Symbol

OurNewVisitors

by Nick Rodemann

Like it or not, 2003’s “The Da
Vinci Code” was a must-read. Singlehandedly launching today’s popular
treasure-hunting genre, Dan Brown’s
bestseller had it all. Secret societies,
ancient symbols, an unending sequence of riddles and twists, and to
top it all off, insinuations of Christian
conspiracy.
So how does an American author
follow up a thrilling romp through the
majestic art and architecture of Paris?
Do the same thing with Washington
D.C., of course. That’s exactly what
Dan Brown does in this year’s hit, “The
Lost Symbol,” the latest installment of
protagonist Robert Langdon’s codebusting adventures.
While an exceptional work of suspense, “The Lost Symbol” probably
won’t surprise you. Where “The Da
Vinci Code” hid its secrets in Renaissance art, now everything relates to
America’s founding fathers and the
Society of Masons.
Even the book’s antagonist is an
evil, ritualistic individual looking for
spiritual enlightenment. And apparently
our forefathers also had a passion for
puzzle boxes and symbol overload,
because essentially Langdon and his
new companions follow the same path
from questions to answers that you’ve
seen before.
However, this environment is exactly
where Dan Brown does his best work.

This novel will absolutely keep you on
the edge, as Langdon and company
move from museum to monument,
deciphering symbols and evading bad
guys along the way.
Brown’s attention to detail, depicting every landmark and work of art
down to minute detail, lets you imagine
the whole experience with stunning
ease. You’ll be thrown into a mixture of
historical fact and fiction, seen through
the eyes of multiple characters, and
chances are you’ll lose yourself in the
mystery.
Since it’s a familiar storyline, though,
what differentiates “The Lost Symbol”
from its predecessors is its characters. In a classic “Watchmen”-esque
method, one of the main roles has his
story revealed through the memories of
others.
The novel’s female lead, scientist
Katherine Solomon, adds to “The Lost
Symbol” another dimension that truly
make it a unique treasure-hunting
experience: Noetic Science. Without
giving anything away, Katherine’s forays
into Noetic Science give the novel an
almost Michael Crichton-like establishment in reality.
The only disappointment is that
Brown doesn’t give this science a
chance to work itself into the story,
using it more as a chance to explore
character background. It was well-integrated in the storyline itself, but felt like
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by Zack Wildman

untapped potential that Brown couldn’t
figure out how to use.
And that’s the one real problem with
“The Lost Symbol”: It doesn’t exactly
deliver on all its promises. “The Da
Vinci Code” had a truly unique ending, staggering in all its implications.
But once you get to around page 500
of “Symbol,” there’s a good chance
you’ll be expecting more. Even though
Brown should be commended for digging deep into a world of fantasy and
concluding in a rational, very realistic
fashion, the ending, while packed with
answers and action as expected, isn’t
quite as enjoyable as the journey up
to it.
Qualms aside, “The Lost Symbol”
is an engaging read. When it comes
to the world of symbols and secrets,
Dan Brown continues to be second
to none. There are enough twists and
turns in the plot to keep you guessing,
and a couple that you definitely won’t
see coming. So if you’re looking for a
book that’s tough to put down, look no
further than for “The Lost Symbol.”

Sit down, honey. Daddy would like
to have a little chat with you. There
are four very nice men that will be
staying us for a while, and they call
themselves Monsters of Folk. They’re
a little confused; they call themselves
“indie” (which stands for independent, dear), but they also like to get
together and make music together.
Like I said, confused.
They named their little music disc
after themselves, kinda like you
named your turtle Jenny after you
when you were 3, remember? And
so your mommy and I gave it a little
listen, but what do you know, that
first song doesn’t sound a thing like
that folk music grandpa used to play
down south.
It’s good though, darn good.
There’s this simple little drumline
and then a serenading little harp in
that first track, and when Mr. Oberst
starts singing – well, shoot, I dare say
you’re almost sure you’ve arrived at
those pearly gates.
These nice men all come from
different places, see. Mr. Oberst and
Mr. Mogis come from a wonderful
little place called Bright Eyes. They’re
well-liked, and and very popular in
school, too.
They have a friend named James
James, but that’s as silly as a name
I ever heard, so you can just call him
Jim, honey. He and his other pals
usually call themselves My Morning Jacket, but he usually keeps his
goings-on “Off the Record.” Ha-ha.
Sorry, sweetie, that was a joke. You’ll
get it when you’re older.
To cap off this little gang, we’ve got
a gent that prefers to just be called
M. Ward. No, “M” isn’t his whole
name, but it’s just what he likes.
Mr. “M” likes to play his music with
a girl named Zooey and they call
themselves She & Him. Makes good
sense, right? No, no, they don’t kiss.
She’s just got married to a nice man
named Benjamin this month, he sings

in this poppy little bit called “Death
Cab for Cutie.” But your uncle will tell
you about that some other time. But
now you know our four visitors: Mr.
Oberst, Mr. Mogis, Mr. James and Mr.
Ward.
At any rate, these men are going to play their gee-tars and drums
and trinkets until the Lord finally calls
them home, and boy, can they play.
What do they sound like? Well, that’s
a hard question, cutie-pie. They call
themselves folk, and that holds some
water. About halfway into their album
they’ve got this little tune called
“Man Named Truth,” and gosh darn,
I swear it could’ve been written by
Muddy Waters or John Lee Hooker.
You don’t know them? I’m sorry,
that’s before you were born.
What I’m trying to say is these boys
know how to take emotion and vocalize it. Great songwriters, they are.
However if I had to classify it, I’d say
Monsters of Folk is just plain everyday
music. Just about everyone’s gonna
be talkin’ about this here album.
Those fine-dressed, city-slicking indie boys will like it, the boys that work
on our farm every summer that love
their blues and folk, they’ll sure take a
liking to it, too. Those teeny-boppin’
pop culture ladies may even lend an
ear. Them Fall Out Boy fans? No, I’m
sorry hun, I don’t think they’ll fancy it,
but if you want to know the truth, no
one really listens to them anyway.
But it’s about time for your bed
time, I just wanted to let you know
about them Monsters of Folk before
they come to town. I reckon they’ll
get some praise, and I wouldn’t want
you to be gettin’ left out. Goodnight.
When you wake up, you’ll be seeing
M.O.F. everywhere.

In the spirit of “The Lost Symbol,” did you find the symbol that literally got
lost on this page? Whether you noticed or not, if you are interesed in writing
reviews or articles of music, movies, books, and tv shows, please send your
writing samples and ideas to colby_spear@taylor.edu. No, you don’t have to
listen to Radiohead to be considered for contribution.

JazzFest
Inspires
by Andy Sharkey

Last Saturday was spent in a lawn
chair for 12 hours, a dedication unmerited for much else than listening to
the annual Indy Jazz Fest. All the time,
there was an aura of spirited improvisation and collective effort, whether it
was between organizers and audience members or guest artists and
the volunteers. Much of this can be
attributed to the festival’s recent shift
in licensing rights.
Started in 1999, the Indy Jazz Fest
was run by the American Pianists Association until last year. The organization
decided to sell it back to jazz scene

locals for a couple of reasons. The first
was because the festival was no longer
a fundraising enterprise, as rain and
production expenses hurt profits.
The second reason was that the
festival had shifted its focus from jazz to
exclusive genres such as gospel, R&B
and easy listening. In doing so, many
local Indy jazz artists were disenfranchised from showcasing Indy’s true jazz
heritage. Since the 1950s, Indy had
left an indelible mark on the history and
progression of jazz music; it only made
sense to bring that rich heritage back
into the spotlight.
This year’s inclusion of local jazz and
exclusion of less relevant pseudogenres was deliberate, as the organizers sought to restore a sense of authenticity. Melvin Rhyne, a local organist
who regularly played with jazz legend
Wes Montgomery, glowed that afternoon, performing in a quintet consisting

of local jazz instrumentalists.
He and his bandmates seemed to
know that this year’s fest redeemed
their dignity and rightful place as India-

All the time,
there was an
aura of spirited
improvisation
and collective
effort.
napolis’ own. The joy of their musicmaking was palpable, and everyone in
the audience could barely contain their
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awe and appreciation with applause.
Nothing that preceded or followed that
day was as fun of an experience.
What followed throughout the day
was a collective, spontaneous elation,
listening into every note of improvisation and becoming inspired with every
sound emission. My ears were officially
warmed up; it was 3 o’ clock.
Highlights from the late afternoon/
evening included the Grammy awardwinning Poncho Sanchez, funk trio
Soulive, and local jazz guitarist Bill
Lancton.
At about a quarter to 10 in the
evening, it started to rain, and temperatures steadily declined to about
60 degrees. In truth, those of us who
stuck around would have probably sat
through an arctic blizzard if that’s what
it took to hear the next great set. (Fans
of jazz are just as loyal as, say, The
Greatful Dead’s.)

Just when rain had begun to leak
through and splatter onto the stage, the
Branford Marsalis quintet took stage in
full stride. Branford, brother of trumpeter and New Orleans native Wynton
Marsalis, shares a similar status on the
saxophone, while staying true to the
spontaneity and interactivity of jazz.
When he played a melody, so did the
rest of his band. Those cats played like
an internal combustion engine, revving
itself at every turn. It was a hot, fast
and sublime ending to hear the quintet
churn out musical ideas faster than the
mind or ear could recognize.
In all, the musicians that evening
were inspired improvisers with liberating skill. Their inspiration carried into
the evening drive home. Great thanks
to the organizers and talent at the Indy
Jazz Fest. People heard things they’d
never heard before, and will quite likely
never hear again.

OPINIONS
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Not on speaking terms

By Nick Davis
Columnist
Provided you don’t get married before
the age of 25 (the odds of which seem
exponentially low for Taylor students),
you can remain under your parents’
health insurance plan as a dependent.
This is really neat because you don’t
have to worry about losing piles of your
hard-earned money to insurance companies or having your insurance coverage hijacked by the federal government
(yet). Maybe being young and unemployed doesn’t sound so bad after all.

“... the current
language of the House
and Baucus bills each
provide for federally
subsidized, elective
abortions.”
For those of us whose forays into the
real world include immediate jobs, marriages, and parents disinclined to support moochers, however, the current
health care debacle is about to become
more than just abstractly interesting.
I spent my summer researching this
debate for a think tank, and, between
hobnobbing stuffy politicians and surfing the Internet, the one thing I quickly
learned was that reform statistics are
easily bendable to the side you’re pushing.
Exhibit A: President Barack Obama’s
Congressional health care speech on
Sept. 9, 2009.
Given his penchant for embellishment
and lyricism, I was hardly surprised that
the president produced some blatantly
misleading statistics and anecdotal evidence during his speech, capped off by
the statement: “These are the facts. Nobody disputes them.”

Well, look. Any time someone kills a
debate by denying disagreement (which
Obama often does), they are either (A)
lying through their teeth, or (B) hiding
something.
Since he probably doesn’t have a
whole lot to hide (because there are so
few workable reform specifics on the
table), I’d like to highlight two of President Obama’s misleading statements,
and let you deal with the other 18 odd
ones on your own — the most interesting of which includes an anecdote about
a man whose health care coverage was
yanked, then he died, then actually
didn’t die, then his coverage wasn’t actually yanked, and then he lived three
more years. Whoops.
Statement one: “Under our plan, no
federal dollars will be used to fund
abortions.” Actually it’s not that simple.
While the government surely won’t be
passing out abortion stamps, the current language of the House and Baucus
bills each provide for federally subsidized, elective abortions.
You simply send your bill to the Department of Health and Human Services
which pays out from federal U.S. Treasury accounts. “Federalizing” abortions
is quite literally a byproduct of “federalizing” health care, although there is
some confusion about whose money is
actually being spent on the abortions.
Statement two: “I will not sign a plan
that adds one dime to our deficits – either now or in the future. ...The plan
will not add to our deficit.” The public’s
holy grail of reform demands: Produce a
bill that doesn’t raise the deficit.
The problem? None of the current
bills before Congress come close, save
the Baucus bill – and even that only accomplishes its goals by increasing taxes
on high-cost insurance, massively cutting physician payments in Medicare
(which Congress has previously refused), and hammering small business
owners. And all this to say nothing of
the costs of further expanding government bureaucracy.
I’m sure that Barack is a real standup guy — his speech writer just stinks.
The truth of the matter is that the health
care debate has proven to be a dirty battleground of warring ideologies.
If we truly want reforms, then honesty and transparency must become our
trickle down principles, not emotionally-laden hyperbole.

Lost in cyberspace

By Holly Murphy
Columnist
How often do you text a smiley without an actual smile on your face? How
often do you exaggerate your reaction
to someone’s Facebook comment in
your reply back to them?
And how often do you ever really
LOL?
It seems that many of us feel the need
to fabricate or dramatize our reactions when using the Internet and our
phones, and I can’t help but wonder
how this affects our relationships.

“I’m starting to
believe, rather,
that distance
makes the heart
grow indifferent.”
We’re in an age where relationships
are built with and flourish on technology, where people find both escape and
intimacy, inclusiveness and exclusivity,
in a screen.
In many ways, technology has become
our middleman, and while we use it so
flippantly but so often insincerely, I
wonder how it might change our future
of communication.
The saying goes that distance makes
the heart grow fonder. But when I think
about somebody texting “haha” without
laughing, or a boy twittering about his
“exciting day” with a complacent expression, I’m starting to believe, rather,
that distance makes the heart grow indifferent.
We all know that Twitter can hardly
do justice to communicate emotion

and that Verizon does not allow nearly
enough words per text, and I’m beginning to fear that as the iPods, cell
phones and laptops become extensions
to our forearms, we’ll become comfortable in this distance.
It doesn’t seem right that we can try
to define our personhood in Facebook’s
“About Me” section. It doesn’t seem
right that people can look at your Facebook and feel like they know you. And
through all this technology, it’s starting
to feel like some of our spirit or essence
is digital, maybe even textable.
It’s strange that we can meet someone face to face and decipher so much
meaning through their inflection and
gestures, but that we can also look at
someone’s Facebook profile or AIM
away message and feel that it, too, is a
meaningful venue of communication.
So much of the world is unwilling to
put faith and trust in a higher power,
but so very few show skepticism for
technology. And if there’s no reliable
way to gauge someone’s sincerity online, I’m worried about what might be
the outcome of trusting technology so
eagerly.
Already, many of us have formed beliefs about others through what we’ve
seen online, and many have exaggerated and fabricated who they truly are.
It’s a dangerous, unnecessary duality of
personhood.
There will come a point of compromise as the divide between our digital
selves and personal selves grows wider.
There will come a point where we lose
accountability of what we do and say.
If we continue to compartmentalize our selves and personalities, we’ll
face an inevitable road of justifications,
compromise, and confusion of identity.
Maybe all this fervency will prove to
be temporary, a phase, and our emotions will move beyond these limitations. But it seems unlikely.
And I think it’d be foolish to believe
that how we communicate online does
not affect how we truly relate to each
other. And what good is it to gain a cyber world if you lose who you really are
as a person?

To swim alone in a spherical habitat

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
Imagine with me a school of fish.
Though composed of many small and
independently functioning fish, the tremendous synchronicity of the school’s
movement creates the illusion of one
large, shifting body.
Any kind of idiosyncratic activity, like,
say, Little Fish A diverging towards a
separate point of interest, is immediately annulled by Little Fishes B through Z,
who aggregately correct their trajectory
to that of Little Fish A.
Nonconformity, in this case, compels
mass nonconformity, which, it turns
out, is actually just conformity.
Likewise, here in the Bubble, residential designation does a bizarre number
on group student behavior.
If one girl from a particular sector of
Olson wears a unique ensemble of pink
spandex, a checkered windbreaker, and
a single pigtail flopped over a headband, other girls from the same Olson
sector conform with great eagerness,
gaggling to the DC salad bar like a cytoplasmic mass of egregious neon and
’80s vogue.
Sammy dudes reciprocate with unconventional means of transportation,
most notably longboards and compact
aluminum scooters.
Today’s seniors will remember a time
when these were an uncommon sight,
a time, no doubt, when walkways were
much safer for pedestrians.

Now, particular floors have identity in
longboards and scooters, buying them
in what seems to be some kind of mandatory display of allegiance, like the
Scoot or Die edict or something.
Granted, all people are susceptible to
and guilty of contributing to some form
of group identity, and faddism’s obviously not exclusive to Upland.
But I think what happens here, perhaps in effort to be Not Of This World,
is radical and distinct, to a greater degree, as if eschewing the secular mainstream results in an unconscious alignment to it.

“Nonconformity,
in this case,
compels mass
nonconformity,
which, it turns
out, is actually just
conformity.”
Like, for instance, even though one’s
bros at State U distend their livers on
the nightly with consumption of the Aword and get all disorderly, here one
can righteously substitute all that with a
floor tradition involving root beer kegs
and silly costumes and raucous behavior — basically the same shtick but with
a different kind of spirits. An edifying
emulation, one might say.
Or the music worshiped to in chapel:
It’s supposed to serve a higher calling,
sure, but we with unimpaired hearing
can tell it’s mostly at the same altitude

I would like to thank Brittany Unruh for her excellent
article, “Principles, not politics.”
However, I think it is important to emphasize the
differences between abstinence-only education and
other sexual education programs. The abstinence-only
programs that have been funded of late (by President
George W. Bush, etc.) have been shown to be generally less effective at preventing teenage pregnancies
than typical sexual education programs, which already
include abstinence in addition to proper safe sex techniques.
Like it or not, evangelical youth are typically just as
sexually active as their non-evangelical religious counterparts – hence the campaign quote by President Barack Obama (see Mark Regnerus’ 2007 study, “Forbidden Fruit: Sex & Religion in the Lives of American
Teenagers”).

as the Top 100 stuff, with only slight
variances lyric-wise between the Chris’s
(Martin and Tomlin).*
I have a notion that when many of
us come here, in a sense we’ve long
been lonely. At a public high school,
the Christian friend is somewhat of an
anomaly, and often the lifestyle is so
perpendicular to one’s friends that it’s
never really possible to fully fit in.
But once here, the fish all move likewise, and there’s warm, tingly comfort
in swimming with a group when it’s
never before been possible. And maybe
this is part of the reason why wing/floor
identity is such serious business.
But it’s also sometimes good to remember that we’ve been created as
individuals, hand-crafted and one of a
kind — more than capable of being ourselves.
Congenitally hardwired within us are
quirks and impulses that aren’t ductile
to social environment that need to be
exercised from time to time.
What I’m jiggling at here is that it’s
OK to be weird, probably even natural.
If you can’t trick yourself into enjoying
something with your wing — whether
yelling in chapel or being afraid of a
gourd or whatever — you shouldn’t feel
ostracized for sitting out.
The good kind of community is voluntary, and while the people will certainly
have things in common, what makes it
really worth celebrating is diversity.
And if achieving that means sometimes being bizarre or awkward, then
I warmly invite whomever to do their
best to freak us out.
*And this isn’t meant to sound utterly condemning or cynical, but this
is something I hear complained about
enough to know we could be giving
more.

It would seem that even evangelicals could benefit from
safe sex education. Ironically, abstinence-only education actually shuts out the other side of the argument, as
Brittany intimated of Governor Strickland’s and President Obama’s funding decisions.
And must I really stress that not everyone in America
is an evangelical, and that by promoting abstinenceonly education, we are withholding important safe sex
information from those who choose to be sexually active
outside of marriage.
Not only that, but our sexual education programs
should respect the rights of homosexual-identified
youth by offering them safe sex information.
Brittany is absolutely right: Our youth do indeed deserve a choice. And with regular sexual education programs, they already have that choice.
- Christian Clampitt

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we
cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Taylor Kinzer makes it to the big leagues
By Jake Sittler
Contributor
Almost 1,600 miles away from
the flat land and cornfields of
Upland, Taylor Kinzer carries
on the Taylor University flag
on a baseball field amidst the
mountains of Orem, Utah.
Kinzer literally and figuratively stepped into a new environment after the Los Angeles
Angels of Anaheim drafted him
in the 24th round of the MLB
draft this spring.
A righthanded pitcher, Kinzer went 8-0 for the Trojans
last spring and helped anchor
a pitching staff that carried the
Trojans into the NAIA National
Championships.
He then spent the summer
and fall on the Angels shortseason affiliate, the Orem Owlz,
where he appeared in 17 games
as a relief pitcher.
Kinzer worked out twice for
the Angels before being drafted,
including a private workout in
Anaheim, and was told that the
Angels were going to take him
at some point in the draft.
Upon being drafted, Kinzer
became a rare third-generation
MLB draftee, as his father played
in the St. Louis Cardinals’ organization and his grandfather
was drafted as well.
Once he arrived in Orem, the
Owlz’s staff began to prepare
Kinzer’s body and mind for professional baseball.

“They changed my delivery a
little, just to make it smoother.
… One of my deals was that I
needed to get a little more flexible,” Kinzer said, who plans
to remedy that by taking yoga
classes this winter.
Echoing players from every
generation, Kinzer said that the
mental part of the game was absolutely the most important.
“A big part of the game is
mentally preparing, and the
pitching coach there was just
swimming in our heads so we
would learn how to develop our
mental state of mind and how
to be confident in all the pitches
we throw,” Kinzer said.
Kinzer attributed his drafting
in part to the success of the Trojans last season, and also said it
helped “put TU on the map.”
“It just goes to show that no
matter where you go, if you
have a little talent, if you have a
chance, they’ll find you.”
Taylor Kinzer is the essence of
that quote, and he is a man living his dream.
“I just wake up, go to the yard,
and do it again everyday,” he
said.
But he’s not content with his
dream just yet, as he is already
focused on working his way
through the minor league ranks
over the course of the next few
seasons.
In January, Kinzer will be
heading to Dallas to work out

Men’s Cross Country

9/18 3rd at Indiana Intercollegiate
Upcoming meets:
10/3 11 a.m. at IWU
Invitational

Women’s Cross
Country

9/18 3rd at Indiana Intercollegiate
Upcoming meets:
10/3 11 a.m. at IWU
Invitational

Football (2-1)

L, 16-42 at William Penn
W, 38-23 at St. Francis
Upcoming games:
10/03 vs. St. Xavier

Men’s Soccer
(4-7, 1-1)

L, 0-1 vs. St. Francis(IL)
L, 1-2 vs. Marian*
Upcoming games:
10/3 4 p.m. vs. Huntington*
10/6 4:30 p.m. at St. Francis*

Women’s Soccer
(4-5-1)

W, 2-0 vs. Cincinnai Christian
L, 0-1 vs. Indiana Wesleyan*
Upcoming games:
10/3 1 p.m. at Spring Arbor*
10/7 4 p.m. at Grace*

Men’s Tennis
(7-4, 6-1)

Timmy Huynh

Taylor Kinzer, former pitcher for Taylor, is now working his way up in the Los Angeles Angels
organization.
with a couple of big leaguers
and will then leave for spring

training in February, a full
month early, in order to get a

head start on the next chapter
of his major league dream.

Tennis wins last conference match
By Jon Stroshine
Contributor
It is that time of year again:
The weather starts to turn
nippy, the leaves crunch under
foot, and Taylor’s tennis teams
heat up their pursuit of a conference tournament championship.
With an 8-1 win for the women (9-2, 7-10), and a 5-4 triumph for the men (7-4, 6-1),
both against Huntington University on Tuesday, each squad
recorded their fourth consecutive victory.
Now that they have finished

conference play for the year, the
Trojans are hoping that their
momentum carries into their
conference tournaments, which
begin Oct. 8 for both teams.
The teams not only have the
drive, they have motivation as
well. Both teams took second
place in the Mid-Central Conference regular season race
and will be looking to improve
upon that finish in their tournaments.
On the women’s side, the
team is led by the dynamic duo
of seniors Kristin Goeke and
Kaiti Marsh.

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
ShawnaLane

Timmy Huynh
Name: Shawna Lane
Hometown: Minnetonka, Minn. (what what)
Sport: Women’s Fútbol
Where you live in campus: The TREEHOUSE!
Parents Names: Suzy and Tim
Position: Goalkeeper
Favorite Pro Sports Team: Nah.
Nicknames: Bert, Shawn, The bomb.com
Favorite Bible verse: Ephesians 3:17-19
Hidden talents: headstands, juggling, building sandcastles
Describe yourself in one word: Forgiven
If you could be one person for a day: Bethany Ballard
Greatest athletic achievement: Minnesota state champions
2005
Best advice you ever received: Seek to consciously receive
the Father’s love daily!
Pepsi of Coke?: Neither, Mountain Dew!
Nike or Adidas?: Both!
Favorite thing about TU women’s soccer: My teammates!

The doubles partners have
played together since freshman
year. This year they realized
their dream of making it to the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association National Tournament.
“Playing at Nationals is something that I have been working
toward since even before I came
to Taylor, so to be able to end
my college career on that note
is so rewarding,” Goeke said.
Describing their bond on the
court, Marsh says that she and
Goeke know each other well
enough that they “barely have
to talk.”

Nationals begin Oct. 15 and
are held in Mobile, Ala.
As for the men, they will be
hungry to turn a solid season
into a memorable one through
their performance at the MidCentral Conference Tournament.
Until then, however, the team
will be doing whatever they can
to get ready.
“We have two more very tough
nonconference matches, so I
think that’s part of the preparation: that we play good competition, challenge ourselves, and
hopefully learn what we need

to improve on and work on improving that” head coach Don
Taylor said.
Last night’s scheduled match
was canceled due to the rain
and will not be made up.
Their next two matches are
against Ohio Dominican on
Oct. 1 and University of Indianapolis on Oct 3.
A major roadblock standing in the way of a conference
tournament championship will
be Indiana Wesleyan University, whose men’s and women’s
teams earned the MCC regular
season title.

W, 5-4 at Spring Arbor*
W, 5-4 vs. Huntington*
Upcoming meets:
10/3 10 a.m. vs. U. of Indianapolis

Women’s Tennis
(9-2, 7-1)

W, 8-1 at Spring Arbor*
W, 8-1 vs. Huntington*
Upcoming meets:
10/2 3 p.m. vs. Aquanis(MI)

Volleyball (15-3, 4-0)

W, 3-1 vs. Trinity International
W, 3-0 vs. Indiana Wesleyan*
Upcoming games:
10/7 7 p.m. at Grace*
10/9-10/10 at Indiana
Wesleyan Tournament

Club Ultimate (6-1)
Upcoming Games
10/4 1 p.m. Tournament

Men’s Lacrosse(1-1)

W, 10-7 vs. Indiana Tech
Upcoming Games
10/1 11 a.m. vs. Rose-Hulman
*MCC Match

Mens soccer breaks streak
By Julia Berger
Co-Sports Editor
After a three-game winning
streak, the men’s soccer team
was unable to fight off either St.
Francis (Ill.) in the final nonconference game or Marian
(Ind.) in the second MCC game.
Even though the team’s record is now 4-7 (1-1 in MCC),
the players continue to implement lessons learned from
early losses.
“The team has improved on
its understanding of how to
play our system,” head coach
Gary Ross said after the St.
Francis game. “They understand positioning better, and
up until last game, they have
shown they understand how to
work really hard.”
In both games, the Trojans
were outshot despite their dedicated efforts.
Ian Perrotte and Tyler
Beachler contributed five and
four shots respectively against
St. Francis. There were limited
opportunities against Marian
as both teams had a combined
total of 19 shots.
Joel Ritz sent a cross to Tyler Beachler who headed it into
the goal to tie the game against
St. Francis.
With that goal, Beachler tied
his record from last year of 10
goals with more games to play
in the season.
Along with a cross, Ritz scored
a goal in the first conference

game against Spring Arbor.
“We had worked hard all
week in preparation for our
first conference game at Spring
Arbor,” Ritz said. “It was nice
to contribute that goal in a
winning effort.”
Because of the intense
schedule at the beginning
of the season, the team was
forced to improve quickly and
the after effects are still being
developed.
“As a whole, we are playing

pretty well,” Ross said. “We had
a three-game winning streak
and we have rested our guys
so they seem to be healthy and
ready to go.”
While the men have polished
up their playing, they still have
some work to do in the next
couple of games.
“We are not quite where we
want to be, but we are playing
better than the beginning of the
year by far,” Ross said. “It’s all
about conference at this point.”

There are six games remaining,
all of which are MCC games.
The team moves on to the
next opponent as they prepare
to play Huntington 4 p.m. tomorrow at home.
“My expectations for Huntington are [that] they will be
a very hard working team who
will be very hungry to beat us,”
Ritz said. “We will have to go
out, stick to our style and game
plan, and fight.”

Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Daniel Miller splits a pair of St. Francis(IL) defenders during Saturday’s 0-1 loss.
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